
HOW DOES STEINBECK PRESENT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

LENNIE AND GEORGE AND CANDY AND HIS DOG

Candy's relationship to his dog can be compared to George's relationship with Lennie. George has gotten attached to
Lennie just as Candy is attached to his old dog. However, Steinbeck had another reason for inserting the episode in
which kills the old dog and then cleans his Luger were primarily intended to show.

The underlying, yet stunningly obvious, theme of loneliness can be found in many characters with many
examples. Small is also mentally handicapped, feels security when it comes to touching soft items, and does
not understand many abstract ideas. George was a more small bodied man. In the movie Edward Scissorhands
and the book Of Mice and Men, both main characters have caretakers who at one point had regrets on taking
care of them. By the answers and dialogue of Lennie, the readers can infer that he is not normal. The story
starts with the two men going to a new job. However they have one thing that unites the two of them as close
as any bond can. John Steinbeck, author of of mice and men, makes a powerful relationship between George
and Lennie. The story portrays the travels and arising problems of two migrant workers who share an
uncommon friendship for the time and environment in which the novella is set. To date, the audience has
learned in previous episodes, that Detective Briscoe was once an alcoholic and has been married twice, as he
is notorious for his amusing quips, Newman, ; Green: "You ever pay for it [Prostitution] Lennie? People were
losing their jobs, many farmers lost their farms, and were forced into the life of itinerant workers. He was
dressed in blue jeans and carried a big push-broom in his left hand. Like Candy's dog, Lennie depends on
George to take care of him and show him what to do. For a grown man Lennie has proven to be the most
childish. George was wrong for doing this, he does this for his benefit, and he is guilty. The book starts off set
in Soledad, which, when translated into English means "lonely". The man who inspired Lennie was a mentally
unstable who was very nice but also had major anger problems. A large man with enormous strength, yet kind
and childlike, he seems to find joy in simple life pleasures like petting a furry animal and making the water
ripple. Everything is calm and beautiful, and nature is alive. Their friendship starts out stout and sturdy but
slowly becomes more toxic as the novella goes on.


